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A THANK YOU!

Volume 56 would like to extend our warmest gratitude and appreciation to Glenice B. Coombs, our Legal Publication Coordinator. Glenice has been an essential asset of the University of Richmond Law Review for the past forty years, beginning with Volume 16 in 1981. As her chapter with Law Review comes to a close, it would be a disservice not to pause and acknowledge Glenice’s endless dedication to Law Review’s success, her unwavering commitment to excellence, and most importantly, the guidance and warmth that she brings to all who have had the pleasure of working alongside her.

The following Volumes of Law Review will miss Glenice’s eye for detail, inspiring work ethic, and contagious laughter. It is people like Glenice that make the sleepless nights of editing manuscripts worthwhile. From every member of Law Review, past and present: thank you, Glenice!